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itself provide a full explanation of these phenomena. The 
present model has the following implications: alterations in 
neurone A (Fig. 1) occur as the result of the action of the 
transmitter released from the terminals E. These alterations 
take place as a result of the excitatory input at E, but do not 
depend on the response of neurone A which may be suppressed 
by inhibitory inputs at I. The alterations in neurone A result in 
an increase in transmitter release at all its terminals, which may 
be widely distributed: the potentiation will therefore affect all 
pathways in which neurone A participates. Finally, although 
the potentiation is produced by activity in terminals E, any 
other input which leads to the discharge of neurone A will 
produce the potentiated response. 
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Alpha Rhythms and Hyperkinesis 
IN his report "Alpha Rhythms in the Hyperkinetic Child"', 
Shetty attempts to define the neurophysiological substrate of 
hyperkinesis by interpreting drug-induced variations in the 
alpha rhythms of the human electroencephalogram (EEG). 
Such an attempt presumes knowledge of the origin of alpha 
rhythms, but the single article2 to which Shetty refers, and 
which is said to allege that "alpha rhythms represent an 
inhibitory process involving discharge of sub-cortical influences 
back into the cortex, and effecting the termination of cortical 
excitation associated with autornatization or habituation of 
learned behaviour", in fact contains no evidence on such 
physiological processes. It refers in turn to an earlier 
physiological observation-the so-called "recruiting response" 
in cats3 , which may or may not have any connexion with 
human alpha rhythms. 

Some controversy surrounds the origin of alpha rhythms. 
Mulholland and Evans4

-
6 have demonstrated that the presence 

or absence of alpha rhythms is determined not by the presence 
or absence of relaxed wakefulness but by oculomotor function. 
Complementary observations by Lippold7

•
8 suggest that both 

physiological tremor and alpha rhythms in the EEG reflect 
oscillations in striate muscle control systems. 
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Some of the earliest physiological observations on alpha 
rhythms show a significant relationship between metabolic 
rate and alpha rhythm voltage9 • In particular hypothyroidism, 
and the accompanying reduction in physiological tremor, ha~ 
been known for many years to be associated with a reduction 
in the amplitude of alpha rhythms10

• It is therefore unfor
tunate that Shetty did not make a comparison both of alpha 
rhythm characteristics and physiological tremor in normal 
and hyperkinetic children. The only conclusions which can 
reasonably be drawn are that central nervous stimulants such 
as amphetamines, which are well known to increase the 
magnitude of physiological tremor11

, also increase the alpha 
rhythm power range. This provides no direct information 
concerning the neurophysiological substrate of hyperkinesis 
although it does support Lippold's hypothesis that oscillation 
in striate muscle control systems is the source of alpha rhythm 
and that a tendency for overall change in muscle control 
systems will be paralleled by changes in the alpha signal. 
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Alpha Rhythms in the 
Hyperkinetic Child 
BECAUSE of my misunderstanding about certain technical 
aspects of the research which I reported recently 1 I would like 
to make the following clarifications. 

The magnetic tape recordings from which the r values of 
Table 1 were computed were obtained under two different 
filter settings. Eight electroencephalograms (six patients and 
two controls) were recorded on f.m. tape with 10 cycle low pass 
filter (Grass model 78 EEG recorder), whereas nine (six patients 
and three controls) were recorded with 1 cycle filter. Data from 
twelve subjects and all the five controls were collected directly 
on f.m. tape. Data from sixteen patients were transferred to 
f.m. tape from ink writing charts for purposes of analogue to 
digital conversion necessary to frequency analysis. This transfer 
was performed by an automatic curve reader. But because of 
the high paper speed to the reader, considerable attenuation of 
high frequency components of the electroencephalogram existed 
in this group. Only the alpha band was selected for the analysis 
because this band was least affected by these manoeuvres. 
Moreover, the effect on alpha band was remarkable on inspec
tion of the electroencephalogram record obtained on paper in 
at least one patient, and this was another reason for limiting 
the analysis to alpha frequencies. Thus, this band is the most 
sensitive, but might not be the only one which was sensitive 
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